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SELECTED MEMBERS FOR 2022–23

Lorenzo Alunni • Anthropology • EHESS-Paris, France

Hillary Angelo • Sociology • University of California, Santa Cruz

Alyssa Battistoni • Political Science • Barnard College

Heather Davis • Media & Environmental Humanities • The New School

Julia Dehm • Law • La Trobe University, Australia

Christina Dunbar-Hester • Science & Technology Studies • University of Southern California

Stefan Eich • Political Science • Georgetown University

Samera Esmeir • Law & Politics • University of California, Berkeley

Andreas Folkers • Sociology • Justus-Liebig University Gießen, Germany

Kian Goh • Urban Studies & Planning • University of California, Los Angeles

Saygun Gökarıksel • Anthropology • Bosphorus University, Turkey

Heba Gowayed • Sociology • Boston University

Maira Hayat • Anthropology • University of Notre Dame

Lynne Huffer • Philosophy • Emory University

Natasha Iskander • Sociology • New York University

Philippe Le Billon • Geography • University of British Columbia, Canada

Jennifer Lee • Sociology • Columbia University

Minhua Ling • Anthropology • The Chinese University of Hong Kong, China

Nayanika Mathur • Anthropology • University of Oxford, United Kingdom

Catalina Muñoz • History • Universidad de los Andes, Colombia

K-Sue Park • Law • Georgetown University

Sara Pursley • History • New York University

J.T. Roane • History • Arizona State University

Matthew Salganik • Sociology • Princeton University